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Abstract. The temporal recommendation system (TRS) is designed for providing users
with an accurate prediction based on the history of their behaviour during a precise time.
Most TRS approaches use matrix factorization and collaborative filtering, which are primarily based on the distribution of the user preferences. Recently, TRS has gained significant attention because it improves the accuracy of prediction. This is because since the
temporal drift in the user preferences is observed, users’ preferences within the short term
and long term can be utilized to predict the best item to be recommended. Several existing
review papers have focused on the general problems of the recommendation system (RS)
and similarity measures, and they refer to recent improvements based on three recommendation strategies which are userrating, tagging and trust values. However, there is
a lack of recent review papers of TRS with rating score strategy, especially in terms of
learning factorization features of temporal terms. This paper fills this gap and highlights
the issues and challenges for both general and temporal RS techniques. The prediction
approaches based on collaborative filtering technique are reviewed depending on the behaviour of users and items. The challenges and approaches of temporal-based RS are
discussed. This review includes the matrix factorization approaches that are integrated
with such temporal factors as long-term preferences, short-term preferences, decay, and
drift. The outcome of this review prioritizes guidance to focus on matrix factorization,
temporal terms and drifting of users’ preferences.
Keywords: Recommendation system, Collaborative ﬁltering, Matrix factorization, Temporal

1. Introduction. The recommendation system (RS) gathers information on its users’
preferences on a set of products or items. Usually, the preferences of the user are tracked
implicitly when the user selects the item and explicitly when the user gives a rating score
to this item. RS is used for providing users with recommendations of items based on
ﬁltering and prediction techniques. There are four types of ﬁlters used in RS: contentbased ﬁltering (CBF), collaborative ﬁltering (CF), demographic ﬁltering (DF) and hybrid
ﬁltering (HF). HF is performed by combining either CF and CBF or CF and DF [1].
However, the CF technique is the most familiar and the most widely implemented for
personalized recommendations in RS [2]. The CF technique aims to decide which users
are similar to a target user and then recommend similar items to a target user based on the
learned items of other users with similar behaviour. The users express their preferences
as rating scores for the particular items, but these preferences may not be suﬃcient for
analyzing the behaviour of users and obtaining accurate recommendations.
As a result of lacking users’ preferences in the CF technique, there are three issues: data
sparsity, scalability and cold start [3,4]. CF also has two types of challenges: handling the
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large-scale dataset and extracting the rich information from the collected data. The CF
technique uses the rating scores of users to provide the personality features and obtain
the accurate predictions for the set of items rated by the active user with the lowest cost.
However, the CF technique has a weak prediction performance due to the high percentage
of missing data solved by the prediction approaches such as factorization approaches. For
instance, the singular value decomposition (SVD), baseline and the matrix factorization
(MF) are three kinds of factorization approaches which are used to predict the missing
scores.
In CBF technique, the recommendations have extracted from the information associated
with the items such as ﬁlms, books and trips ranked by users previously [5]. The main
factor of CBF technique is the similarity task among the items [6]. The items of MovieLens
dataset have genre values which refer to the kind of these movies such as action, romance,
comedy, and war. The genre features are used to get the genre similarity [7] and also the
genre features can be added to the latent features of the users’ preferences to predict the
missing rating scores in the rating matirx [8]. In addition, the content features of users
as age, occupation, and geographical location can be used to extract the user’s interest
for each item [4]. However, the CBF technique analyzes the proﬁles of items and then
computes the similarity between the preferred items which are hard extracting for some
data types as audio/video products. Another limitation of the CBF is about the scope of
possible interests, where the system can recommend the items which are preferred by the
common users and cannot recommend the new items which are out of the scope of the
interesting items named cold-start problem [9].
In DF technique, the position of the rating score of the user can be used to classify the
kinds of users who are demographically similar to speciﬁc users, and generalize from their
ratings of predicting items. For instance, the user’s features of a restaurant or a cafe are
used to recommend speciﬁc items to a user who lives in the same demographic location
[10].
HF techniques are used for solving the cold start problem such as by predicting a
new item for the user using both the explicit features (rating scores) and other features
of content or demographics [11]. CBF and DF are unsuitable for huge datasets – e.g.,
Netﬂix or MovieLens 10 M – because they are more scalable (costly) and have less accurate
predictions than the CF techniques.
MF is typically known as an important factorization approach to achieve high accuracy
by learning the important features in the rating matrix. The factorization features help
explain the behaviour of users such as latent feedback and baseline features. These features
can be integrated with other temporal features. The temporal recommendation system
(TRS) is the latest improvement of factorization approaches based on the short term,
long term or a combination. Although many review papers have highlighted the issues of
RS and their approaches, most of them have not covered the dynamicity aspect. There
are several TRS approaches including time weight CF [12], temporal dynamics [13], and
dynamic MF [14]. The dynamic approaches are used to track the behaviour of users
overtime. This paper aims to explore the issues of TRS, and the temporal factors that
can improve the performance of CF technique. The overview paper [15] has covered the
factorization approaches based on learning the factorization features and the global eﬀect
of temporal. The hypothesis of this review covers the lack of review papers for the TRS
approaches and describes the important factors that eﬀect CF performance.
The rest of this review is organized based on ﬁve sections: ﬁrst, the deﬁnition of CF and
the challenges of this technique, second, the current factorization approaches and their
challenges, third, the temporal preferences and the current TRS approaches, fourth, the
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temporal challenges and their eﬀects on the prediction performance of the CF technique,
and ﬁnally discussion and conclusion.

2. Collaborative Filtering. CF is the most popular technique in RS because it requires the fewest computational resources. CF uses the rating scores of users to computes
the similarity between any two users based on similarity metrics [5] to predict the users’
interest in items. Several approaches are used to predict the missing rating scores and
these approaches are divided into two categories: the ﬁrst is learning approaches, which
can be further categorized into supervised and unsupervised learning approaches. Supervised learning approaches include the fuzzy-genetic [2] which is used to learn the users
features. Second, unsupervised learning approaches attempt to reduce the dimensionality
of a rating matrix based on clustering strategies [16]. The challenges of CF can be summarized into data sparsity, cold start and data scalability. As a result of streaming the
rating scores into the rating matrix, other challenges emerge including stability, outlier
preferences and drift. These challenges are described as follows.
a) Data Sparsity. RS based on CF uses the rating scores of the users for items
arranged in the rating matrix. Usually, the user tends to rate a small number of items,
which leads to a high percentage of missing scores in the rating matrix. The CF extracts
the behaviour of common users, which are shared in some items with the active user for
predicting accurate items for the active user. Similarity evaluation between the common
users and the active user will be impossible or unreliable if there is a high percentage of
missing scores [17]. Several approaches are used to solve data sparsity [18-21], most of
which attempt to propose new similarity metrics [22] and use the approach of k-neighbours
[23] to predict the accurate items. The k-neighbours are the most similar users to the
active user. However, most of these approaches do not exploit the features of temporality
to improve the CF performance.
b) Cold Start. The cold start problem happens when it is impossible to create
dependable recommendations because of a lack of initial ratings. There are three types
of cold start: new users, new items and new community [3]. The new user is the most
signiﬁcant in RS, in which a user has a very small number of rating scores [5,24]. The
cold start is addressed by several approaches such as the functional factorization [25], the
content-based hybrid [6], and the probabilistic [24].
c) Scalability. The scalability is a result of information overload of users and items
which increase the calculations complexity. Several approaches have attempted to improve
the scalability such as the clustering [16], and distributed approaches [26].
d) Stability. The stability of the results for each prediction approach is very sensitive
and several factors are produced overtime such as drift, and information overload [27].
e) Deviation. As a result of streaming the rating scores into the rating matrix in the
memory, some rating scores deviate from accurate results [28], which leads to inaccurate
predictions because of the low eﬀects of these scores on the neighbours. When increasing
the deviation rating scores (noise), some predictive approaches such as SVD cannot yield
accurate predictions because the relationship between users and items is weak owing to
the high percentage of unknown rating scores. This challenge is solved by the ensemble
approach, which learns the accurate latent feedback of rating scores [29].
f ) Drift. This challenge is a result of several factors that prompt the user to change his
mood during the long term, such as new announcements for movies or products. Machine
learning can extract the drift factor by training the set of weights, which helps extract the
user behaviour and his interests during the suitable time. Several papers have attempted
to solve the previous challenges, which are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of the collaborative ﬁltering approaches
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Table 1 compared 22 papers through the problems of CF technique, the approaches,
and the features that are used
√ to learn the user’s behaviours and item’s behaviours. A
check symbol (denoted by ) indicates that approaches or features are addressed in the
paper stated in the table’s row. Referring to Table 1, there are 17 approaches that have
addressed the data sparsity problem, 9 approaches that have addressed data scalability
and 4 approaches that have addressed the cold start problem. Most solutions for data
sparsity focus on improving the similarity metrics [21,34,38] or divide the features of users
based on the clustering approach [16,23,39] or the k-nearest neighbours [2].
A distributed hash table based on CF [26] is used to generate a scalable distributed RS
with accurate prediction by mapping keys to proﬁles. The imputation-based MF method
is used to mitigate the sparsity problem [40] by learning the accurate latent feedback
of a user’s preferences and minimizing the overﬁtting via two methods of convergence.
Recently, the method of ensemble divide and conquer [29] solved the data sparsity problem by learning the accurate latent feedback of users and items according to the SVD
algorithm. However, the imputation-based MF method and ensemble divide and conquer
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have weaknesses in terms of the behaviour drift of the users and the popularity decay of
items over time. In addition, the factorization features of a user’s preferences and the
textual information of items are used to solve the cold start problem [41].
The approach of k-nearest neighbours (KNN) is the most popular for avoiding the data
sparsity. Figure 1 shows an example of extracting the KNN from a rating matrix based
on the sparsity issue. The shortcoming of KNN approach is the low coverage for the
users which share the items with active user, and there are even lower numbers of ratings
available for the neighbours of the active user [23]. The neighbors provide a weak rating
prediction when the rating matrix is sparse. However, the neighbors can be integrated
with other features (e.g., baseline, latent, temporal) to predict the sparse rating scores
[42-45].

Figure 1. Example of k-nearest neighbours based on sparsity issue
3. Matrix Factorization. Recently, MF has become a popular approach for CF [8,46,47]
because it is one of the successful approaches that address the data sparsity and cold start
problems [25]. MF integrates three approaches: SVD, baseline and latent factors. MF is
typically used to uncover latent semantic factors and is able to handle the scalability issue
quite well. The MF will be processed according to a series of steps involving SVD factors,
baseline factors and latent factors. MF simpliﬁes the rating scores by characterizing the
features of both users and items to extract latent factors from a matrix of rating scores.
SVD acts a simple MF approach that extracts the latent feedback between users and
items as shown in Equation (1),
⌢
(1)
r ui = pu qiT ,
⌢
T
where r ui represents the prediction value of the missing preference, and pu and qi represent the latent feedback of users and the transpose latent feedback of items, respectively.
The second approach of MF is the baseline, which represents the baseline features of
users and items. Equation (2) represents the prediction approach using the variants of
the baseline approach,
⌢
r ui ← bui = µ + bu + bi ,
(2)
where µ represents the global average of rating scores, and bu and bi represent the observed
deviations of user u and item i, respectively. The MF approach is a combination of the
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baseline features of users and items and the interactive feedback of SVD as shown in
Equation (3), which produces the predicted rating scores in the rating matrix.
⌢

r ui = µ + bu + bi + pu qiT .

(3)

The factorization approaches are integrated with several approaches such as the neighbourhood. For example, the neighbour-based approach [43] integrates the factors of the
baseline with the distance between the rating scores and the baseline features of the
neighbours who provide the rating scores for each item as shown in Equation (4),
(∑
/∑
)
⌢
r ui = bui +
simx (rxi − bxi )
simx ,
(4)
x∈Ni

x∈Ni

where N is the set of users who provide item i by rating scores, and simx is the similarity
value between user x and the active user. However, most factorization approaches suﬀer
from overﬁtting in the predicted rating scores. The overﬁtting in the predicted rating
scores means a few of the predicted values are bigger than the range scale of the rating
scores [29], e.g., the range scale of MovieLens dataset [0-5] when the predicted rating scores
are such as {5.3; 6.2; 5.5}. The main challenge of prediction based on MF approaches
is minimizing overﬁtting in the latent space by reducing the error. Therefore, several
factorization approaches use the stochastic gradient descent algorithm [43,48,49] for the
observed ratings such as in Equation (5),
)
(
∑ (
)
2
T
T 2
,
(5)
min
rui − pu qi + λ ∥pu ∥ + qi
(u,i)∈k

where k denotes the training set of users and items chosen for training the global rating
matrix. The output of Equation (5) represents the regularized squared error of all known
rating scores rui to optimize the latent feedback of users and items based on two factors
pu and qiT . The factors of both ∥pu ∥, qiT indicate the standard Euclidean norm of
m
n (
)2
∑
∑
2
(pu )2 , and an item i, qiT =
qiT ,
the interacting factors of a user u, ∥pu ∥2 =
u=1

i=1

where m and n are the dimensions of the global rating matrix based on the training set.
Several factorization approaches use a control parameter λ for normalizing the overﬁtting
in the predicted rating scores based on the regularized squared error [13,43,50]. Clearly,
Equation (5) explores three latent factors: the norm of latent feedback of users, the norm
of latent feedback of items and the interaction between users and items. The factorization
approach [13] uses the baseline features of users and items in Equation (6) for learning
the accurate factorization features and λ for minimizing the regularized squared error of
the known rating scores,
(
)
∑ (
)
2
rui − µ − bu − bi − pu qiT + λ b2u + b2i + ∥pu ∥2 + qiT
.
(6)
min
(u,i)∈k

The parameters of the approach described in Equations (5) and (6) contain two parts.
The ﬁrst part is used to ﬁnd the parameters that ﬁt the given rating scores, and the second
part acts as the regularization term for avoiding overﬁtting by correcting the scales of the
parameters. The MF factors in Equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) are used as prediction
approaches for the missing rating scores, but those in Equations (5) and (6) are used to
compute the regularized squared error to determine the diﬀerence between the observed
rating scores and the predicted rating scores.
The neighbourhood based on factorization approach [44] is used for exploring the past
transactions and improving the prediction accuracy of the CF technique. This approach
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explored the explicit rating scores R(u) and latent rating scores N (u) within the same set
of neighbors who provide each item by rating score as shown in Equation (7),


∑
1
1 ∑
⌢
(ruj − buj ) wj + |N (u)|− 2
yj  qiT ,
(7)
r ui = bu + bi + |R(u)|− 2
j∈R(u)

j∈N (u)

where qiT is the transpose latent factor of item i, yj is the other latent factor of each
item rated by a user u within the set of neighbours N (u) and wj is the constant number.
The neighborhood based factorization approach [44] has improved by integrating the
clustering and asymmetric factors to the factorization and neighborhood factors [47].
The clustering based factorization approach [47] is used for classifying the users and
items and for tracking how users in each category rate the other categories containing the
items. These approaches refer to the ability of MF with several approaches for extracting
the features of users. The factorization approaches [43,44,50] combine between the latent
feedback of MF and the features of the neighbourhood. The clustering based factorization
approach [47] has used the content information to categorize the explicit feedback which
is highly scalable for the huge datasets such as MovieLens 10MB and Netﬂix Prize.
Recently, temporal RS based on MF and latent feedback has become a promising direction to extract the features of users during a period of time divided into two terms:
long term and short term. Consequently, the latent factors of MF based on temporal
terms are very important factors to extract the latent feedback of users and items during
the suitable time. For instance, some users like to watch television series that extends
for a long time, e.g., four months. As an additional example of long term, some users –
speciﬁcally, young users – like movies based on action, war or sports for a long time more
than other genres of movies.
The long term changes the baseline features of users and items as described in the next
section. The short-term is more important than long-term because there is a speciﬁc
time for watching the speciﬁc movies such as the matches time in FIFA World Cup. The
short-term and long-term preferences are extracted as temporal weights. The temporal
weights are integrated with other factorization factors to predict the sparse rating scores
based on the user’s interest over time which improves the prediction accuracy of the
recommendations. The researchers modelled the long-term and short-term for improving
the quality of global RS based on MF and other approaches which are described in the
next sections.
4. Temporal Recommendation System. The prediction approaches summarized in
Table 1 did not focus on drifting of the popularity of items and the tastes of users over
time. Temporal RS is designed to recommend items to users at a suitable time; time is
an essential factor in making the ﬁnal decision and is used in many approaches to obtain
accurate predictions. Consequently, the temporal is a promising direction to improve the
quality of RS by tracking the interests of users over time. There are several approaches
available for temporal RS such as the time weight CF approach [12], which improves the
quality of RS based on increasing the weights of recent rating scores. Currently, factorization approaches are the identical successful approaches for RS. The temporal period
eﬀects on the preference of users are long-term preferences and short-term preferences.
Table 2 shows the temporal approaches which integrate the temporal and the factorization factors [45,46] to improve the performance of RS. Most of these approaches use the
interest of users as an eﬀective factor to change the predicted values over time. Therefore,
several temporal factors can aﬀect the quality of products over the long and short terms,
which aﬀects the popularity of products, such as the seasons of the year and the expiration
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Table 2. Summary of the temporal RS approaches

√
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√
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2

date of the products. The temporal diversity of recommendations is an important factor
[51] that aﬀects the quality of RS and gives the feedback of the diverse tastes of users
over time. Furthermore, time decay is an important factor for tracking the popularity
of items or products. The temporal dynamics [13] used the drift and the decay factors
for tracking the changes of the global behaviour of users and items but did not use the
personal behaviour. The satisfaction factor integrated with the short-term factor to track
the interest of users [52,53]. The interest of users is also analyzed during temporal periods
via several rules [54]. The MF approaches use clustering and the weights of time [55] to
improve the performance of a rating matrix. The point-of-interest approach [56] covers
the activities of users and the location inﬂuences over the short term. The online learning approach [57] is used to eﬀectively update the user’s interest online by the sequence
of rating scores and considers the latent factors of the low rank matrix. This approach
attempts to reduce the time complexity and learn the accurate latent factors. However,
the online learning ﬁltering approach does not cover the drift and the time decay factors,
which lower the quality of predictions.
Table 2 shows the k-neighbours as an important approach which is used in a few of
temporal approaches to learn the short-term preferences [46,58] but with limited coverage
of these features and high cost. Table 2 is focused on the interest factor which related to
other temporal factors which are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3 shows the temporal factors related to the user’s interest such as short-term,
time weight and long-term as three signiﬁcant factors used to learn the user’s interest
over time. In addition, Table 3 shows the signiﬁcant temporal factors which are explored
by several temporal approaches and shows the gap of these approaches. Most approaches
have focused on three factors which are time weight, short-term and long-term, but few of
approaches have focused on the factors of drift and decay which may lower the prediction
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Table 3. The relation of users’ interest with other temporal factors
Temporal factor Frequency Interests relations-based researches
Time weight
6
[12,46,53,55,56,60]
Drift
3
[13,46,53]
Decay
1
[13]
Short-term
8
[12,45,46,51,53,55,56,60]
Long-term
4
[13,46,53,55]
accuracy of CF. Therefore, this research focuses on exploring the drift and the decay factors and their inﬂuences on the quality of temporal preferences and then on the prediction
performance of the CF technique. The temporal approaches [13,46,53,55] have covered
the long-term as a global factor, but they have not covered the personality inﬂuences
of long-term preferences which maybe lower the prediction performance of the CF technique. Furthermore, there are 8 temporal approaches in Table 3 which use the short-term
preferences for learning the user’s interest but just 3 of these approaches explore the drift
factor and 5 approaches did not learn the drift factor which can be considered as gap of
the 5 approaches. These relations and gaps can be covered in this research to provide
the accurate predictions using the CF technique. In the next subsections, several details
about the important temporal approaches which have improved the quality of RS.
4.1. Long-term preferences. The long-term preference feature has a global temporal
eﬀect on all features of both users and items, whereas the short term gives a local temporal
eﬀect. The long term is deﬁned by the user baseline based on Equation (8) [46],
btui = µ + bu

e − tui
tui − s
+ bu
+ bi .
e−s
e−s

(8)

The time vectors in Equation (8) use the ﬁrst time s, the last time e and the current
time tui in which item i is rated by user u. The temporal features in this approach will
be extracted according to the taste of the user during the long term because the user
determines the taste of each item, but the item cannot determine the interest of the user.
4.2. Short-term preferences. The conventional approach of CF did not include temporal features to perform recommendations. Session-based CF is introduced to overcome
the incorporation of context with CF, in which the temporal context is used with CF
by using session proﬁles for producing recommendations [61]. Indeed, the session has
been commonly used and discovered in Web mining research, e.g., for analysis of movie
preferences that are captured over time. There are temporal properties for any session
that could be useful for modelling latent feedback such as user mood and drift of users
over time. There are several standard variables for session-based CF – namely, time of
day, day of the week, day of the month, month of the year and movie diversity; all are
introduced to monitor the temporal aspects in RS.
The short-session information is captured by extracting relationships of the neighbourhood with other users [46]. The shortcoming of this approach is that it overlooked the
other latent factors such as the user mood factor. The time interval can be deﬁned as a
session using a speciﬁc period of time, e.g., month, week, or day [45,46]. The short-term
approach shows that the performance of RS based on short-term preferences is better
than the performance of long-term preferences [45]. The short-term approach [45] uses
the neighbours who provide the rating scores for items during the session or the short
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term to predict the missing rating scores as shown in Equation (9),


∑
∑
1
1
⌢
yj + |N (u, t)|− 2
αj  qiT ,
r ui = bu + bi + pu + |N (u)|− 2
j∈N (u)

(9)

j∈N (u,t)

where N (u) and N (u, t) are the sets of neighbours who rate each item during the whole
time and the short term t, respectively; yj is the latent feedback of the set N (u); and αj
is the latent feedback of the set N (u, t). However, the overﬁtting in the predicted scores
is the limitation of several factorization approaches, which must minimize these values
by a controlling weight [14,25]. The short-term approach [46] is a good example of short
term that uses the baseline variants of N (u, t) instead of the latent feedback as shown in
Equation (10),
∑
1
⌢
r ui (t) = bui + |N (u, t)|− 2
[(ruj − buj )wij ] + pu qiT .
(10)
j∈N (u,t)

4.3. Integration of long- and short-term preferences. The relation between the
members of RS – either users or items – increases over a long term, and some of these
relations are more suitable for a speciﬁc period or short term. The relation among RS
members can be improved based on integrating between short-term and long-term using
Equation (11) [46],
∑
1
⌢
[(ruj − buj )wij ] + pu qiT ,
(11)
r ui (t) = btui + |N (u, t)|− 2
j∈N (u,t)

where btui is the long-term features learned by Equation (8). The item taxonomy and
the temporal dynamics are integrated to solve the problems of recommendation with
stage, stage identiﬁcation, and item recommendation in e-commerce [62]. Consequently,
this approach formalizes the long-term behaviour of users based on the item taxonomy
and then speciﬁes the accurate phase of the user. This approach uses CF to provide a
personalized item list of the active user through other similar users during the same stage.
However, the temporal dynamics approach [62] solves the problem of recommendation
with a stage in e-commerce based on taxonomic knowledge, which is suitable for private
datasets but unsuitable for others.
Most temporal RS approaches in this review are designed based on a trade-oﬀ between
long- and short-term interests. To illustrate this direction, the approach of temporal RS
over the tweet stream [63] allows users to post tweets (a message sent using Twitter),
and the users can receive recommendations of topics (hashtags) based on their real-time
interests. This approach uses real time to extract the interest of users based on the latest
preferences.
5. Challenges of the Temporal Recommender System. There are several challenges for RS based on the type of recommendations. The main types of recommendations
are general recommendations and personal recommendations. Several researchers focus
on general recommendations based on the rating scores and have used several approaches
to solve the main challenges of general recommendations such as missing rating scores in
the rating matrix including data sparsity and cold start. The general rating matrix suﬀers
from the missing rating scores, which are solved by using one of the famous prediction
approaches such as the factorization approaches or the k-nearest neighbours approach.
These approaches extract the behaviour of users and items based on several complexity
approaches that contain several factors that compute based on static functions. The
second type is personalized recommendations by the CF technique, and this type has been
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aﬀected by the problems of data sparsity and cold start. The factorization approaches
have been used for predicting the sparse rating scores in the rating matrix [13,43,44,46].
There are a few temporal-based factorization approaches [13,46,62] that have solved the
data sparsity problem and other subproblems such as drift in user interest or time decay in
item popularity. Table 4 has described the important diﬀerences among these approaches
based on the deﬁnition of the temporal periods in each approach and the diﬀerences
among these periods.
Table 4. Comparison between the temporal features
Paper

Koren [13]

Hong
et al. [62]

Long-term
Designate a set of
time points for controlling and compute
the distance between
last time and the time
of rate to eﬀect on user
base vectors.
The whole time is
used as long-term proﬁle to identify the current recommendation
stage.

Yang
et al. [45]

Ye and
Eskenazi
[46]

First and last time
are used to compute 2
time vectors as global
eﬀected vectors on
user base.

Short-term
Disadvantage
Divide the period of
time into static periods of time for effecting on the baseIt is diﬃcult to use
line vector of items.
static time interval because the time is inThe whole time is di- creasing continuously.
vided into static periods of time as shortterm.
The
factorization
features of neighbours that provide
rating
scores
by
users for each item
during time interval
are integrated with
the other factorization features to
learn the short-term
preferences.

The short-term preferences based on neighbours have low eﬃciency in the prediction
because the neighbors
feedback is the small
values due to a high
percentage of missing
data in the rating matrix.

Table 4 shows the important existing works in this review based on temporal preferences. The ﬁrst temporal preferences are deﬁned by dividing the timeline into a static
number of slices [13,64], but the time is changed over time which lowers the quality of this
temporal slices. The second temporal preferences use the end time and the current time
vectors to deﬁne the long-term preferences in the temporal dynamics approach [13]. The
long-term preferences are deﬁned also by [46] who used three temporal vectors which are
the start, the end time of the whole items in the rating matrix, and the current time for
each item i rated by user u. The short-term preferences are deﬁned by the latent feedback
of neighbors during a session [45] and also by the baseline values of neighbors during a
session [46]. However, both short-term preferences by latent [45] or baseline values [46]
have weakness because of the high percentage of sparsity in the rating matrix. This is
because sparse matrix lowers the ability of utilizing quality feedback of neighboring users
when predicting the suitable rating for the active user.
The temporal based preferences such as the long-term and short-term preferences [46]
are used to extract the temporal inﬂuences on the user’s interest and the item’s popularity
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over time. However, both the long-term and the short-term preferences [13,45,46] have
limitation due to the issue of drifting users interest and the decaying items popularity
which reduce the performance of temporal preferences in improving the accuracy prediction of the CF technique. This research focuses on ﬁnding the accurate solutions for these
gaps. The decay and the drift are the signiﬁcant gaps in temporal based recommendation
system which are described in the following two subsections.
5.1. Time decay. Time is an important factor that aﬀects the predicted values, and
the time decay vector is used for tracking the popularity of items. The decay vector is
extracted by using an exponential decay rate. Equation (12) [65] is used for measuring
the weight of each observed rating score rui ,
β
fui
(t) = e−β(t−tui ) ,

(12)

where t is the current time, tui is the time that user u provides item i by a rating score, and
β is a static number that takes either 0 or 1 to control the decay rate for any prediction.
The online learning approach [65] uses the temporal information and the time decay rate
for adjusting the cosine similarity function between any two items and obtain the predicted
values based on the nearest neighbours of each item. The same vector rate is used in the
temporal dynamics approach [13] within the neighbours of the active user, which rate
some items during a speciﬁc time to aﬀect users’ base factor or prediction values.
5.2. Interest drifting. Rating scores are good features that help understand the user
mood, but rating scores of users on items tend to drift over time [8] for several reasons that
prompt the user to change his mood during the long term such as the new announcements
for movies or products. Figure 2 shows an example of the drift behaviours where this
ﬁgure summarizes the activities of users on one day about the rating proﬁle of MovieLens
dataset.

Figure 2. The users interest in the movies based on genre during a day
In Figure 2, the behaviour of users drifts from hour to the next hour for each genre
of item/movie. For instance, the drama is more popular in the beginning of the day
followed by comedy and action later that day. Some preferences of some genres are low
during the morning and it increases during a day and others are high in the morning
and it decreases during a day. The drifting parameter represents an important vector
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for getting the accurate predictions using each prediction approach. For an instance,
the recommendation based on interest-drifting approach [9] is proposed as a solution for
addressing the accuracy and decay limitation. This approach integrates the content-based
with CF for extracting the time decay and the drift vectors and merge both them within
the prediction function.
A few RS approaches have attempted to track global drifting through the whole dataset
[53]. The drifting of user behaviour is a global vector that acts a new challenge for personal
RS [46], and it is determined by the temporal drift vector in diﬀerent directions. The
global drifting vector of users is used in the temporal dynamics [13] based on a smooth
function for the user base, which meshes well with a gradual concept drift. Furthermore,
the time of item preferences in the temporal dynamics [13] is divided into a ﬁxed number
of segments to extract the taste for the items. However, the taste for the items will be
speciﬁed by the taste of the user, and we must learn how we can track the user’s interests
during a speciﬁc time such as summer and extract the drift of user interest during this
time.
In social network websites such as MovieLens and Netﬂix, the number of users and
items increases every day along with the rating scores of users. Several approaches of
RS focus on normalizing the sparse values and use k-nearest neighbour to achieve better
accuracy, whereas a few approaches attempt to track user interest and the drift vector over
time. Moreover, the dynamic approaches learn latent feedback of the rating matrix using
several factorization approaches. There is a relationship between the rating scores of the
ﬁrst session and the rating scores of the second session in the rating matrix based on the
user’s mood and the item’s popularity. Figure 3 summarizes the signiﬁcant factors that
aﬀect the prediction accuracy of the CF. The factorization approaches and temporal-based
factorization approaches use statistical calculations [13] such as global and local averages
and also the vectors of the long term and short term [45,46]. There is a relationship
between the factors in Figure 3, such as the user mood and cyclical factors, in which the
mood of users is aﬀected according to the nature of each season in the year and other
factors such as the item’s popularity.

Figure 3. Factors that may aﬀect the prediction performance of the CF
6. Discussion and Conclusion. The previous sections have described the existing issues, problems and approaches of both RS and TRS. In summary, the achievements of
TRS-based MF are not satisfactory, speciﬁcally for the personal interaction between longterm and short-term preferences. The clustering is an important approach for RS that
reduces the dimensionality of the rating matrix. However, limited works are available
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on clustering approaches that use a rating matrix based on CF. MF is a very important
approach for developing the performance of RS. Several approaches have focused on extracting the features of MF based on latent factors without looking at user behaviour,
which drifts over time.
The temporal dynamics [13] improved the MF approach, which reﬂects the modiﬁcations of the users’ features and the items’ features over time. The temporal approaches
use several temporal vectors manually to learn the drift in the user’s behaviour, which increases the time complexity and lowers the quality of prediction when other reasons are in
eﬀect. The drift in the user’s preferences and the time decay of the item’s popularity are
the main challenges in the temporal-based factorization approaches, whose performance
in automatic learning by a learning algorithm such as the genetic algorithm or the particle
swarm algorithm is poor.
The rapid growth of information on RS has caused many challenges related to the
information overload issue owing to the highly sparse matrix. Therefore, a suitable recommendation based on CF can be provided by focusing on the important factors related
to the temporal preferences, e.g., mood drifting and time decay. The preferences of both
short term and long term can be integrated using the factorization approaches. This
review paper attempts to cover the important temporal issues based on MF and latent
feedback of a user rating matrix. In our future work, we will focus on learning the factors
of drift, decay and overﬁtting to improve the prediction quality of the CF technique.
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